CRIMINAL. LAW	DlO
and to prevent the deterioration of public
morals
(11) Prevention—to restrain offenders so
far as possible from repeating their crimes by
keeping them in custody
(m) Reformation—to make them so far as
possible better citizens by meina of moral
and ethical training—teaching tnem to go
straight and
dv) Deterrence—to inspire among offenders
and would be offenders a fear of and a. healuhy
respect for the law and the strength of society
as a whole which it protects
There has been much controversy on the relative
importance of these four functions of punishment
Until comparatively recent times deterrence was
considered the primary function and punishments
ft ere correspondingly severe and by modern
standards savage Experience has shown how
ever that crime is not effectively reduced meiely
by seventy of punishment but rather by the
certainty or probability of detection and convic
tion And particularly during the past half-
centuiy reformation of the offender whenever
possible has become a paramount aim not only
on grounds of humanity but also for the purpose
of reducing the wastage of human material which
tan frequently be salved from a life of crime if it is
taken in hand firmly but kindly at an early stage
(see D41?) The Children and Young Persons Act
1969 makes radical reforms in the law and practice
relating to children hitherto brought before Juvenile
Courts A summaiy of the Act appears on D41-3
(e) Insanity —If a person does an act which if
voluntary or intentional would constitute a crime
(see Criminal ^Responsibility D9) and his legal
advisers put forward a defence of insanity he can
still be convicted unless he can prove to the
satisfaction of a jury that he was suffering from
such a defect of reason due to disease of the mind
as not to know the nature and duality of the act he
was doing or (if he did not know this) not to know
that what he was doing was wrong Medical
men psychologists and social reformers have long
regarded this rule (which has been hi force since
1818) as too severe It was a rule applicable to
•\11 crimes but the controversy became associated
in the pubhc mind chiefly with murder The rule
was amended by section 2 of the Homicide Act
1967 but only in its application to murder cases
It is now provided that a person who kills (or is
a party to the killing of) another shall not be con
victed of murder if he was suffering from such
abnormality of mind as substantially unpaired his
mental responsibility for his acts and omissions
in doing or being a party to the killing (It
does not matter whether the abnormality of
mind arises from a condition of arrested or
retarded development of imnd or from any
inherent causes 01 is induced by disease or
injury ) The Act goes on to provide that a
person who under the old law would have been
convicted of murder shall instead be liable to be
convicted of manslaughter
In other crimes where the accused person is
clearly proved to have been insane at the time
the crime was committed the verdict is now
Not guilty by reason of insanity'
The Murder (Abolition oi Death Penalty) Act,
1S65 pvovides that no person shall suffer death for
murder a person convicted of murder shall be
sentenced to Imprisonment for life In passing
sentence the Court may declare the mSi-iimn-m
period which it recommends the Home Secretary
to allow to elapse before he orders the murderer s
lelease on license The Act was to continue
in force until 31 July 1970 and then expire unless
both Houses of Parliament passed contrary
resolutions On a free vote in December 1969
both Houses reaffirmed that capital punishment
for murder should be abolished
 ENGLISH LAW
inquiry to determine whether there is a jmma
facie case for Quarter Sessions Assizes or the
Central Criminal Court (D6) may commit an ac
cused for trial on mitten evidence signed by the
witness(es) who made the statement and declared
by them to be true provided that a copy is handed
to the defendant(s) solicitor or counsel none of
whom objects but only if the accused is repre
sented by counsel or sobcitor (The statement
must be read over to any person who cannot read
it) If the witness 13 under the age of majority it
must state his age (The purpose is to save time)
In any case the Court may require such witness to
give evidence by word of mouth either on its own
initiative or on the request of any party The
same applies to the trial itself and admissions are
to be good evidence
Although the examining justices must sit in
open Court no report of the proceedings may
be published unless (a) one of the accu&ed so
requests or (b) the magistrates discharge the
accused or (c) a briet summary of matters ex
eluding evidence is printed Penalty for un
authoiised publication is £500 (Note The
purpose of these provisions is to avoid prejudice
to the accused at the mam trial) Notice of dis
charge or committal must be displayed after the
preliminary hearing Any permitted publication
is privileged
A Court shall not be bound to infer intention
or foresight of the results of the accused s actions
hut m every case shall decide whether that
paiticular accused did intend or foresee them
on the whole of the evidence (This reverses a
decision in 1962 Director of Public Prosecutions v
Smith where the House of Lords inferred an
intent to kill from the mere fact that the accused
accelerated a car and drove with a policeman
clinging to the bonnet)
Notice of the defence of alibi must be given
to the prosecutor at least 7 days before the
end of the committal proceedings except with
leave of the Court (This is intended to avoid an
alibi being sprung on the prosecutor at the last
moment when he cannot disprove it)
Verdicts of juries need no longer be unanimous
If there aie not less than 11 jurors 10 may return
a verdict if there are 10 9 may do so But the
jury must be allowed at least 2 hours for dehbera
tion Persons who have served a term of at least
3 months imprisonment (or m a borstal) sum
manly or who have been sentenced to at least
5 years or for life (which usually means about
12 years) are disqualified from serving on a jury—
penalty £25 but a verdict is not to be held void
because of such disqualification
Magistrates hearing an offence carrying not
more than six months imprisonment may no
longer refuse bail to an accused over seventeen
on iemand or committal or m certain other cases
No J P may take part m the trial if he knows of
previous convictions (to avoid prejudice) A
constable may arrest without warrant any person
who he believes is likely to break his bail If the
J P s refuse bail the accused may apply for bail
to the High Court A Magistrates Court shall not
sentence an accused to imprisonment in his ab
sence Magistrates may now impose fines up to
£400 (instead of £100) Imprisonment in default
of payment is abolished except when the accused
has means to pay but will not Instead en
forcement shall be by seizing his goods or by
deduction from his earnings
Preventive detention and corrective training are
abolished as is also corporal punishment in prisons
Suspended sentences may be passed and must be if
the term is for not over 6 months (except in
special cases) If the accused commits a fur her
oflence he may have to serve the suspended
sentence The Home Secretary may make rules
requiring a 'Social inquiry report before
sentence Deportation of a Commonwealth im
migrant may be substituted for imprisonment for
life
There Is now power to release prisoners on
licence to revoke such licence to remand or
release young offenders to or from detention or
approved schools
 
The Criminal Justice Act  1967 revolutionises
many provisions of criminal law and procedure —
Magistrates or J P s conducting a preliminary
 The Criminal Law Act 1867 The old distino
tion into felonies and misdemeanours is abolished
the expressions ' indictable and summary

